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VENUE CHANGE 
 

The Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc 
will be moving our regular monthly meetings to the 

 

Helensvale Community Centre 
This move will commence with our July 26th meeting 

 
The Helensvale Community Centre is located at 

 
31 Discovery Drive, Helensvale 

 

Motorway Exit # 62 Helensvale South 
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The Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. gives permission to all bromeliads societies to reprint 
articles in their journals provided proper acknowledgment is given to the original author and the Bromlink, 
and no contrary direction is published in the Bromlink. This permission does not apply to any other person 

or organisation without prior permission of the author. 
Opinions expressed in the publication are those of the individual contributor and may not necessarily reflect 

the opinions of the Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. or of the Editor.  
Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the information in their articles. 
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www.gcsbs.org.au 
 
Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. (GCSBS)                                    
PO BOX 94, Southport Business Centre, Southport QLD 4215 
 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  

President Shane Weston gcsbs.president@gmail.com 
Phone: 0408 247 208 

Vice President Greg Aizlewood 

Secretary Rosemary Paton gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com 

Treasurer Glenda Hodgson gcsbs.treasurer@gmail.com 

Memberships Gwen Wayland gcsbs.memberships@gmail.com 

Other Committee Members 
Carmon Burke, John Crawford, Ruth Dickson, Julie Hewetson, 
Monica Mead & Ann Schenk 

VALUED VOLUNTEERS  
Bromlink Editor Jeanette Henwood gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com 

Meeting Meet & Greet Ann & Harry Schenk 

Guest Speakers Narelle Aizlewood 

Librarians Jennifer Laurie & Jan Tobiano 

Sales Co-ordinators (Meetings) John Crawford & Julie Hewetson gcsbs.sales@gmail.com 

Sales Team Elizabeth Day, Janette Fowler & Eliza Hesse 

Sales Stewards Carmon Burke, Norma Fleet & Helen Mueller 

Sales Support Graeme Synold, John Gaddes & Rob Kelly 

Refreshments Janice I'Anson 

Raffles Rosie Kelly & Lorraine Fox 

Off-Site Sales Co-ordinator Glenda Hodgson 

Off-Site Sales’ Convenors Berice Bragg, John Crawford, John Gaddes & Pam Gaddes 

Publicity Ann Schenk 

Bus Trips & Field Days Narelle Aizlewood 

Supplies Table The Orchid Den (PH: 0411 020 563) 

Internet Administrator Shane Weston gcsbs.website@gmail.com 

LIFE MEMBERS  

Narelle Aizlewood, Graham Besgrove, John Catlan, Genny Catlan, Wendy Hansen, Mary Nicholson & Neville Ryan 

 

Contacts/Current Volunteers 
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Committee Meetings - All members welcome to attend. 
9:30am Helensvale Library - 2nd Friday of each month 

(No meeting in December) 

Dates for your Diary! 
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SHOPPING CENTRE DISPLAY & SALES’ EVENTS 
 

 Centro Tweed Shopping Centre 
August Thursday 7th, Friday 8th and Saturday 9th  

 The Pines (Elanora) Shopping Centre 
October Thursday 9th, Friday 10th and Saturday 11th  

 Southport Park Shopping Centre 
November Thursday 6th, Friday 7th and Saturday 8th. 

 Helensvale Plaza Shopping Centre 
September Thursday 11th and Friday 12th 
December Thursday 11th and Friday 12th 

 Mudgeeraba Market Shopping Centre 
October Thursday 30th and Friday 31st 
 

Any member with 3 or more month’s membership can add their name to the list of sellers for any of the above 
venues and dates. This register is available at each monthly general meeting. Of course there are certain guidelines 

to be followed when representing us at these venues. For more information please contact Glenda Hodgson. 
 
 

 CONFERENCE NEWS: 
BSI World Conference ‘Bromeliads in Paradise’ 
Honolulu Hawaii - 8 to 14 September 2014 
There is still time to register and save. Take a break and see some of the most amazing 
bromeliads that grow in the paradise islands of Hawaii. Check out the BSI web site for 
additional information – http://www.bsi.org/new/conference-corner/ 
 
 
ABC - Australasian Bromeliad Conference – ‘Bromsmatta 2015’ 
Parramatta, Sydney - 16 to 19 April 2015 
For those who like to plan in advance and take advantage of a saving - lodge your Early Bird 
Registration before May 1, 2014 to Jan 31 2015 and pay only $280, after January - $300. 
Check their website for more info at: http://www.bromeliad.org.au/Conference.htm 

 

 
 
 

“Our Society recognises a succulent plant as one which has 
the capacity to store moisture in its leaves, stems or roots or combinations of these.” 
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  2014 -- 36th AGM -- NOTICE TO MEMBERS   
 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Gold Coast Succulent 
and Bromeliad Society Inc., will be held on Saturday, September 27th 2014 at the 
Helensvale Community Centre, Discovery Drive, Helensvale QLD. 
 
All Management Committee positions will be declared vacant at this AGM and nominations 
are called from any financial member (as on 27th Sept) to stand for election to these 
positions. 
 
Closing date for nominations to the Management Committee is Saturday 20th Sept 2014, 
and must be detailed on the Nomination Form included with insert/AGM Notification flyer. 
Nomination forms can be posted to: GCSBS President, PO Box 94, Southport Business 
Centre QLD 4215, or handed directly to the President.  
 
Any member not able to attend the AGM may vote by a clearly worded proxy directed 
handed to the President prior to the commencement of the AGM. 
 
AGENDA FOR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

- Minutes of previous AGM 
- Business arising from those minutes 
- Presidents Report 
- Treasurer’s Report including Presentation of Auditor’s Report and Adoption of 

Financial Statement 
- Appointment of Auditor 
- Management Committee Elections by Returning Officer 
- General Business: Any other matter(s) for discussion as lodged by financial members 

in writing to the President by Sat 20th Sep 2014. 
 
* Please note the following applicable by-laws. 

 
1. In accordance with the Model Rules & By-Laws, all Members of the Management 

Committee must be current financial members to hold their position. 
2. Only financial members of the Society can vote at the AGM. 
3. The consecutive terms of office for the position of president, treasurer or secretary is 

limited to a maximum of three consecutive years at any one time in the same 
position.  

A loose leaf nomination form is included with this edition for usage when nominating for 
a Management Committee position. 

Also provided is a membership renewal form. 
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UPCOMING   SPEAKER   &   MEETING   PROGRAM   HIGHLIGHTS 

JULY - General Meeting - Saturday 26th 
MAIN EVENT: Len & Sheryl Waite (whose gardens we visited in May) will show and discuss 
some of the spiky genera. Particularly Dyckia, 
Hechtia & Orthophytum. 

FEATURE EVENT: ‘Growing Broms in a Harsh 
Environment’. Greg Aizlewood will discuss how a 
member of their family grows his broms 
in…Dubbo, Central Western NSW. And it gets VERY 
COLD around Dubbo! 

and…Raffle, refreshments, library, plant ID…. 

 

AUGUST – General Meeting - Saturday 23rd 

MAIN EVENT: True Grant presents “Foliage Vriesea 
an Overview.’ 

FEATURE EVENT: ‘Broms in Cyberspace’ A peek at 
the BCR, FCBS, Broms in Aus., FB and eBay with Jen 
Burrows. 

and…Learning with Gloria! (11:30am prior to 
meeting) 

and…Raffle, refreshments, library, plant ID…. 

 

SEPTEMBER – General Meeting - Saturday 27th 

MAIN EVENT: Our Narelle will show and discuss the 
lovely Canistrum & Nidularium bromeliad genera. 

It’s the AGM this meeting, please stay, please 
become involved, please show some interest! 

and…John & Genny say….. 

and…Raffle, refreshments, library, plant ID…. 
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Miniature Succulents - Masters of Survival  

(Reprinted from www.skep.org.za) 
 
Succulent plants come in all shapes and sizes. Some of them, like 
baobabs and certain cacti, are enormous and able to store great 
quantities of water. At the other end of the scale we find the results 
of a trend towards reduction that can be seen in several unrelated families such as 
Aizoaceae, Asphodelaceae, Ateraceae, Crassulaceae, Euphorbiaceae and Portulacaceae. 
 
These miniature succulents are small and compact, not taller than a few centimetres, often 
little branched, without visible internodes and with more or less spherical leaves or stems. 
 
Among succulent plant enthusiasts, miniatures are long-time favourites. This is hardly 
surprising, because even a small space can harbour a nice collection of them. There is also 
an amazing abundance of shapes and colours. Last but not least, there is a great variety in 
their survival needs.  
 
There are many reasons for having a closer look at these dwarf-sized plants. Particularly 
interesting is the way they cope with the challenges of their environment and make use of 
opportunities. Not only are these plants interesting, but they are also very beautiful.  
 
Being small has advantages and disadvantages. The most obvious advantage about being 
small is that you will need little water, food and space to thrive. 
 
Because dwarf succulents can store only a small amounts of water at a time, their storage 
organs have to be filled at regular intervals, so the supply should be dependable. For that 
reason, the great majority of them occur in the Succulent Karoo, especially in Namaqualand 
with its predictable winter rainfall supplemented by even more reliable fog and dew. 
 
The Succulent Karoo is not the only winter-rainfall desert in the world. Others are the 
southern Atacama Desert in Chile, the north-western part of Baja California and the 
southern coast of Morocco. The first two deserts support a lot of succulents, but few if any 
of these are miniatures. In that sense one could say that these little gems are a southern 
African ‘invention’.  
 
Small succulents are often restricted to places where water easily runs off, like gravel plains 
and quartz fields. Between and under rocks and stones, rainwater is collected providing 
moisture for small plants. Dew and mist condenses on rocks and the moisture accumulated 
at their bases and in crevices.  
 
Succulent organs filled with water are quite heavy. In miniature succulents most of the 
body weight is near the ground so that there is little or no need to build and maintain a 
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strong support system. Because the plants are so compact, they are far less exposed to 
external influences than other plants. 
 
In the areas where succulents grow, wind is usually present ad is often hot and strong. The 
continuous replacement of air around the plants has a dehydrating effect, so that 
evaporation can be extreme. Apart from this the wind transports sand and dust, causing 
sand abrasion which may damage the plants and remove hairs or wax cover. Because of 
surface roughness, wind speed is zero at ground level, and wind becomes stronger with 
increasing height above the ground. It follows that the lower the plants, the less likely it will 
be to suffer from wind damage. 
 
A drawback about being small is that smaller leaves and stems have a larger surface-area-
to-volume ratio than larger ones. Due to this their transpiration is relatively higher and they 
are more prone to heat stress. The fact that dwarf succulents have more or less spherical 
leaves or stems helps to alleviate the problem.  
 
Hiding underground also has its disadvantages. Because less surface area is available, 
photosynthesis is reduced, so growth is slowed down. Famous window plants that have 
found a way to reduce this problem are the vygies (Lithops, Frithia and Conophytum). Other 
examples are Haworthia and Bulbine. 
 
The Succulent Karoo contains the richest concentration of succulents in the world. Whereas 
only about 140 species of stem succulents grow here, there are about 1700 species of leaf 
succulents, about 700 of which are small and compact.  
 

 

lants of the Month  

Members are encouraged to bring their specimens of these plants to the 
applicable month's meeting for brag/show and tell. Plants do not have to be in flower, we 
also grow for foliage! 
 

July Dyckia, Hechtia, Puya & any Succulent 

August Aechmea, Orthophytum & any Succulent 

September Billbergia, Vriesea & any Succulent 

October Canistrum, Neoregelia, Nidularium & any Succulent 

November Any Bromeliad genus not previously featured & any Succulent. 
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A BIG thank you and recommendation to BIG BOX SELF 
STORAGE @ LABRADOR. They recently allowed us to cancel half 

our storage term as we are moving to onsite storage at the 
Helensvale Community Centre. They refunded our money and 

were very cooperative in all matters! 
 

Big Box Self Storage, 207 Brisbane Road, Labrador QLD 4215 Ph 07 5537 6633 
labrador@bigboxselfstorage.com.au 

www.bigboxselfstorage.com.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The aims of the society are:  
 
(A)  To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to promote the culture 
and development of, succulents and bromeliads. 
 
(B)  To acquire and disseminate information regarding these plants and to 
encourage their production and propagation. 
 
(C)  To ban totally from our collection any such plants which become 
noxious. 
 
(D)  To enlighten members and the public on the dangers of cultivating 
certain noxious species. 
 
(E)  To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other events, and to make 
such publications as are deemed desirable. 
 
(F)  To associate, affiliate or otherwise joint or connect ourselves with 
similar bodies or societies. 
 
(G)  To make seeds and plants available to members under the control of 
the Society. 
 
(H)  To foster family membership and members. 
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 Shane Says… 

Hello everyone…and next meeting welcome to 
Helensvale Community Centre - after a lovely 
association with Carrara. 
 
We realise that not everyone is pleased about the 
Helensvale move, but we really needed to address 
some shortcomings with our tenure at the Carrara 
venue – namely parking & storage. 
 
Helensvale has allowed us to build on site storage capacity exclusively for our use. This will 
save folks from lugging around the trailer basically & unloading and loading it at each 
meeting. The storage has been built at Helensvale and the Hodgson & Norris clans have 
done some moving already! THANK YOU ALL! 
 
Advised in this edition is notice of our September AGM. PLEASE think about your possible 
involvement in the running this great little Society! We need more people with skills, 
passion and confidence to put their hand up. Just be consistent and available for those few 
hours each month. Glenda is about to complete her 3rd term as Treasurer and under our By-
Laws she cannot re-nominate for that position again. Anyone? 
 
A big get well soon to Joyce W and her new pacemaker and our Harry’s new hip - there’ll be 
no stopping you both now! 
 
Shane Weston   GCSBS.President@gmail.com   T: 0408 247 208 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jim Adams, Richard Phillipps, John Richards & Bevan Tatnell 
 

  

We welcome this latest new member to our society. We hope 
you enjoy your time with us and encourage your participation 
in your group! Photos, articles, presentations, questions, floor 

sweeping are all welcomed! 

 

2014 Combined Orchid Society & GCSBS Event 
 

Sat August 30th & Sunday August 31st 
 

Broadbeach ( Albert Waterways Community Centre) 
 

Reserve your Seller’s Table now – see Glenda. 
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Thanks to Kathleen for sending 
these photos of the display at the 
recent show. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are quite a 
few ideas on display 
for succulents 
growing in 
containers. Have a 
look around and see 
what interesting 
containers you can 
find. Plants started 
now should be 
growing nicely by 
next year’s 
competition! 
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It would help us financially & the environment greatly, if members could please bring 
their own tea/coffee cup to the monthly meetings. Providing your cup would save us 

having to buy polystyrene cups that are eventually discarded. 
 

GROW YOUR OWN – the GCSBS Seed Bank 
 

After Rick Cairns gave a very interesting talk on growing bromeliads from 
seed at our May meeting, I thought that some people might like to give it a 
try - if they had access to bromeliad seed. 
 

There are probably quite a few club members who collect seed or even do some hybridising 
so for the rest of the year I’m going to trial co-ordinating a seed bank. I’ll just bring a 
labelled plastic container with envelopes of seed to each meeting and leave it on the Library 
table so that anyone can help themselves. 
 

 There will be spare envelopes and pens for labelling in the container. It would be great if 
anyone who has some spare seed could place it in an envelope, label it with the parents’ 
names and the date collected, and add it to the container. Replacement or BYO envelopes 
would be appreciated. At the moment the Seed Bank contains the following Vriesea seeds: 
Hieroglyphica, You Beaut x Milky Way hybrid, That’s Nice hybrid, Maroochy Pearl hybrid and 
Hawaiian Sun Glow hybrid. 
 

Hopefully we will soon have some other genera to choose from. 
 

Happy seed growing, Jen Burrows. 
 

 

Cryptanthus as displayed and discussed by Doug Cross at our July meeting. 
(  Photos provided by Syd - a visitor and maybe a member one day. Thanks   ) 
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Field Trip Report – Greg & Narelle Aizlewood’s - May 24th 
A group of around twenty or so 
interested members came along for a 
day of observing, learning and sharing 
ideas about our favourite plants.  
Narelle and Greg catered for the new 
members who were an appreciative 
audience for demonstrations of offset 
removal, plant maintenance, pest 
management methods, re-potting,  
alternate methods of display, such as 
mounting and some remedial tips for 
life’s little dramas, such as hail storms and grasshoppers! 

A sausage sizzle lunch was a most welcome conclusion to the morning, with members 
pulling up a chair and having a chat with like-minded others in a more relaxed manner than 
at our regular meetings, which can be a bit hectic. 

We would like to thank you Greg and Narelle, for sharing 
your time, knowledge and beautiful gardens with us. 

 
 
  
  

 
 

Jeanette  
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HOW TO BUILD A SHADE TUNNEL BY CAROL EVANS 

(Reprinted with permission from issue 35 of the Sub-Tropical Gardening Magazine) 

Requirements:  
 10 x 1.65m star pickets, placed in 2 rows at 1.5m spaces, exposing 1.3m.  
 6 x 6m lengths 50mm F4 poly-pipe, rammed down over star pickets to ground. 
 20m x 3.62m shade cloth (colour to suit your climate), cut in half & joined, making 

10m x 7.24m. 
Processes: 

 Secure to poly-pipe with black cable ties.  
 Extra shade-cloth of enclose ends (which can be opened to extend tunnel) Weed mat 

to suit, affix to ground with 'fibro roofing nails' 
 Besser blocks for sides to reduce wind (if needed). 
 Star picket rammer can be hired for a couple of $  

 

 

a)   10 x 1.65m star pickets, 
1.2m exposed, spaced at 1.5m 
centres, 3m apart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b)   6m lengths of 50mm F5 
farm grade poly secured over star 
pickets 
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    c)    20m 3.62m shade cloth, cut to 
10m, joined & affixed to poly with 
cable ties 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  d)    Weed mat placed secured with 
fibro roofing nails (large head) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   e)    Besser blocks placed in 
400mm space to allow ventilation 
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PINEAPPLE FACTS  
(Submitted by Lynn Rigter)                                                                                                         
 
I had no idea the pineapple you pick up at the grocery store had a 
fascinating story. 
  
The pineapple is a member of the bromeliad family. It is extremely rare that bromeliads 
produce edible fruit. The pineapple is the only available edible bromeliad today. 
 
It is a multiple fruit. One pineapple is actually made up of dozens of individual floweret's 
that grow together to form the entire fruit. Each scale on a pineapple is evidence of a 
separate flower. 
 
Pineapples stop ripening the minute they are picked. No special way of storing them will 
help ripen them further. Colour is relatively unimportant in determining ripeness. Choose 
your pineapple by smell. If it smells fresh, tropical and sweet, it will be a good fruit. The 
more scales on the pineapple, the sweeter and juicier the taste. 
 
After you cut off the top, you can plant it. It should grow much like a sweet potato will. 
 
This delicious fruit is not only sweet and tropical; it also offers many benefits to our health. 
Pineapple is a remarkable fruit. 
 
We find it enjoyable because of its lush, sweet and exotic flavour, but it may also be one of 
the most healthful foods available today. If we take a more detailed look at it, we will find 
that pineapple is valuable for easing indigestion, arthritis or sinusitis. 
 
The juice has an anthelmintic effect; it helps get rid of intestinal worms. 
 
Pineapple is high in manganese, a mineral that is critical to development of strong bones 
and connective tissue. A cup of fresh pineapple will give you nearly 75% of the 
recommended daily amount. 
 
It is particularly helpful to older adults, whose bones tend to become brittle with age. 
 
Bromelain, a proteolytic enzyme, is the key to pineapple's value. 
Proteolytic means "breaks down protein", which is why pineapple is known to be a digestive 
aid. It helps the body digest proteins more efficiently. 
Bromelain is also considered an effective anti-inflammatory. 
 
Regular ingestion of at least one half cup of fresh pineapple daily is purported to relieve 
painful joints common to osteoarthritis. It also produces mild pain relief. 
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In Germany, bromelain is approved as a post-injury medication because it is thought to 
reduce inflammation and swelling. 
 
Orange juice is a popular liquid for those suffering from a cold because it is high in Vitamin 
C. Fresh pineapple is not only high in this vitamin, but because of the Bromelain, it has the 
ability to reduce mucous in the throat. If you have a cold with a productive cough, add 
pineapple to your diet. 
 
It is commonly used in Europe as a post-operative measure to cut mucous after certain 
sinus and throat operations. 
 
Those individuals who eat fresh pineapple daily report fewer sinus problems related to 
allergies. In and of itself, pineapple has a very low risk for allergies. 
 
Pineapple is also known to discourage blood clot development. This makes it a valuable 
dietary addition for frequent fliers and others who may be at risk for blood clots. 
 
An old folk remedy for morning sickness is fresh pineapple juice. It really works! 
Fresh juice and some nuts first thing in the morning often make a difference. 
 
It's also good for a healthier mouth. The fresh juice discourages plaque growth. 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 

It is with deep regret that we announce that Dawn Collas, wife of Eddie passed away 
unexpectedly on Friday 27th June 2014. 
 

Both Eddie & Dawn were long term members of our Society until failing heath stopped 
them from attending – although they were in attendance at a recent Carrara Expo event. 
They lived at Southport near Bobbie Powell and I think one of my first garden visits was to 
Eddie and Dawn’s Garden. Dawn was diagnosed with Scleroderma many years ago and had 
both legs amputated. As a Society we chose to donate to the Scleroderma association since 
little was known about it. 
 

Dawn and Eddie dropped out of the society some years ago now but they did come along to 
one of our Sales Days at Carrara and they often came along to the sales at Tweed Shopping 
Centre . 
 

She had a great love of Bromeliads and had only recently been to our place to purchase a 
mix of Bromeliads to put into her new garden at Lawnton – she had recently confirmed all 
had settled in were beginning to look beautiful. 
 

We are sure Dawn will be sadly missed by the long term Society members who would 
remember her. We extend our deepest sympathy to Eddie and family during the difficult 
time. 

Narelle Aizlewood. 
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BUS TRIPS 
 
--- Saturday 2nd August. Peter and Denise Ball will welcome us 
at Joyner on the north side of Brisbane. Peter is a very active member of 
the Bromeliad Society of Queensland and has only recently relocated his home and garden 
to this property. 
 

After morning tea and a garden stroll we will continue on to The Olive Branch to Len and 
Olive Trevor’s garden. Here we will partake of some lunch (BYO) after which we will have a 
guided tour through the gardens and shade houses. BYO lunch. 
 

Bus approximate pickup times: 7.30am - Tugun, 7.50am - Carrara Community Centre and 
8am. - Coomera Service Centre. Approx. cost should be $25.00 pp. (To be confirmed.) 
  
--- Sunday 26th October. The first garden to visit will be Viola and Neil Hamilton at 
Bahrs Scrub. Viola was a member of the GCSBS some time ago and often opens her garden 
for the Australian Open Garden Scheme but is not doing so this year. We will have morning 
tea at this venue. Viola will have plants for sale on the day. 
 

The second garden will be that of John and Ruth Higgins. John and Ruth are heavily involved 
in the Cactus and Succulent Society of Queensland and Ruth is instrumental in organising 
the Cactus and Succulent Conference in Brisbane this year, so their garden should look a 
dream.  
 

They relocated their home and plant collection a few years ago and have only now got it to 
a point where they are happy to accept visitors.  
 

You will need to BYO lunch and a chair. They will have plants for sale, and whilst they are 
heavily into cactus and succulents they also have a good collection of bromeliads. 
 

 

 All these gardeners will have plants for sale!!! 
 

GCSBS inc. Bromlink & Website Advertising Rates per issue 
 

¼ A5 page $25                         ½ A5 page $40                         ¾ A5 page $60 
 

Full A5 page $75 except for a full A5 back page which would be $150. 
 

All rates automatically entitle the advertiser to a free GCSBS website mention for the 
duration of your Bromlink listing.  Ads for succulents or bromeliads or products directly 

related to their growing requirements will only be considered for publication. 
 

Contact:    GCSBS.Bromlink@gmail.com   or   GCSBS.President@gmail.com  


